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Happy Retirees Pack
La Maganette
by Dan Grabel
So you plan a nice, quiet lunch for 125, and it

turns into a delightful bash for 180 plus attendees.
That’s the story of Peacock North’s annual luncheon
on Sunday, May 21st.

Beautiful weather didn’t deter the diners, but
free parking spots were hard to find and parades on

Peacock North
quickly had to come up with a visible “Howdy”. After

3 weeks, the prop department came up with the
freckled face kid in the cowboy outfit to replace the

bandaged old puppet.
Where is he now? Muir says Universal Pic

tures may produce a “Howdy “ film. - And Buffalo

Bob? TV’s A&E channel is doing a biography for its
“Looking Back” series.

Pete Peterson worked both the radio and TV

5th & 9th Ave. added to the travel woes. Announcer

Arthur Gary who lives in Manhattan, arrived as the

“Doody “ shows, including the radio shows Bob did

salad was passed out, was tangled in traffic.

from his Westchester home. Pete recalls the shows

PN’s CEO Peter Peterson, assisted by wife

talent included Bob Keeshan, (the clown Clarabel)

Peg, planned what everyone felt was an excellent

gained fame of his own on CBS as Captain Kangaroo

event. It was a very nice meal with three choices (and

in that railroad conductor’s outfit. Heino Ripp TD’d

more veal when the first batch ran out.) PN picked up

Howdy’s first show from 8G, which was aired over

the tab for the wine. Guest speakers - Roger Muir,

WRGB Schnectady also. Tom Smiley took over the

producer of the Howdy Doody Show, director Enid

reigns as TD, when H. went to do the Show of

Roth, News 4’s Planning Editor Gloria Clyne, Jack

Shows. (Bob Rippen, Howdy’s Director, called dur

Weir and director Walter Miller were brief.

ing the Bash, spoke to Ripp and asked to give his best

Looking out onto the sea of smiling faces,

regards to you all.)

One of the show’s staff - Lilly Russo - sat

Pete said, ’This is the group that brought Televi
sion to America”

with Muir during the luncheon along with her look-

For this writer, the day was effectively

alike daughter. Lilly was hired as a temp to sort out

summed up by director Dave Handler when he

the mountain of fan mail that came in. She soon be

said,’’Retirement? It’s the best job I ever had!”

came a script girl, and of course stayed on at NBC

Muir was one of 4 retirees and spouses who

40-odd years.
Producer Director Walter Miller told about

travelled from New Hampshire to make the lunch.
Roger recalled that “Howdy Doody”, which ran on

his move from NY to LA. He meets his next door

NBC from December 1947 to 1960 - 2,343 shows -

neighbor and who is it ? Film AD Charlie Norton.

earned more money for NBC than the Milton Berle

Miller continues to do the biggies such as the Tony

“Texaco Star Theater”. Headlined by “Buffalo Bob”

Awards and the Grammy Show, and is booked to do

Smith was on five afternoons a week.. Soon it be

George Bums’ 100th birthday show at the Pantages

came a must watch for the kiddie crowd. In 1976,

Theater in L.A. Walt told us a funny one about

Muir produced an additional 130 Shows for syndica

Bums. - He was playing to a Mormon audience and

tion.

someone pointed out that the Mormons don’t smoke.

Muir told us that on Smith’s Saturday after

Burns, who doesn’t inhale but blows smoke out of 15

noon show, “Howdy” was a charact who was sup

cheap cigars a day, said, ”I don’t tell you how many

posed to be on the other side of a stage door and was

babies to produce, and you don’t tell me how I do my

never seen. When he switched to TV, the show

act.!”
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☆ ☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ ☆Hope Show

☆
☆

s
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By HeIno Ripp

7'

Colorado Springs near his

^was a great

youngest daughter. Walt’s been

☆boost to
^young TV

moving around a bit since retiring

^and I’ll never

tho “family” has quite a large

☆
^“Bloody”
^Easter” - the
^NABET

☆ ☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ ☆slow-down.

from the Alma Mater, but seems
gravitational pull on all of us.

Speaking of new addresses, and
lighting directors, Le©
Farrenkepf and his bride

have moved to Charlottesville,

Guess “Red” will never quit

Virginia....Enjoy the extra warm

lighting, even tho he’s done it all

days before and after summer.

by now.. He sends his best

regards to all of you.

(Thanks for sending me all

the information about Virginia,

From California,

Fred McFinncn is still in the
Lighting business. Recently he had

a great trip down Memory Lane
working with Sander Vanocur.

(Still see Sander on the telly as we

flip through the cable) . Red always
works with the greats. He’ll be

lighting the LasL“Bob Hope” Show

in the near future at NBC, if all
goes well, for Hope’s showing his
age these days

Many of you Golden Age-rs
reading this probably will rem

ember — and worked the 1st Bob

Hope TV Show atop the “New
Amsterdam Roof’ - WOR’s studio
theater. S’matter of fact some 45

or so years ago this Easter. The 1st

The WAy WE REMEMDER ■ Bob HopE

Walter Himmelberfi

Leo, it’s giving me lots of ideas.

says that soon he’ll be sending us

Am eye-ing Lake Gaston, 32 miles

new addresses. Plans to spend

long, flows fin Va. to No. Carol

winters in Midland, Texas near

ina. -Practicin mah “Suth’n Droll”

his oldest son, and summering in

with lessons from Jim Smart...
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P M People - B
Carl Cctirer yelled at us! He
said he enjoyed the past PN edi

tion, “but to read it, you’d never

six months, and Frank visited

today, the ladies are still close

Clark at his “conch house”

fnends.

(houses of wood that were built
before WW 1).
Later Clark visited Frank

Even after several decades,
most of Frank’s friends are from

TV’s original gang. Sad to say, sez

know I was at the mini-lunch. .. I

and brought Enid Roth with

he, there is not a single person he

must have taken the picture

him. Needless to say, they had

can call today it he wanted to visit

a great lunch with a million

the studios in NYC. To make

reminisces.

matters worse, recently he needed

Excellent, but uncredited”..

Frank recalls when he was at

Heyyyyy •

a reference, and he referred them

Time, Inc.the Pres of Time as

to Time.The query came back

signed Frank to be a guardian

that they had never heard of him.

of sorts to two teenaged

After making some phone calls, he

daughters. One a daughter of

discovered that the name

Pakistan’s UN delegate, the

MERKLEEV was at rest in the

other a Burmese member of

basement at 20 Rock with all the

Royalty. The Princess proved to

others from the class of ‘48

Lee diskin writes that his wife

be quite difficult. She had been

through ‘62, each reduced to a 2 X

had an unfortunate accident On Dec

put into a strict girl’s school,

2 microfiche.

26. Required brain surgery at the

but wanted to be on her own

University of Penna Hospital.

during vacation.Frank decided

appreciate all the more, the news

Things are coming along fine,

the Princess needed 24 hour

letters, the phone calls from old

though not yet normal.

coverage, and Enid offered to

colleagues, and meetings such as

take her in. Later they became

this one, keeping precious memo

surance. The hospital bill alone was

room-mates and the Princess

ries alive.”

$ 107,000.88.. Wonders what the

went on to a career at Time.

88 cents was for..

That was 29 years ago and(Wish I had been there, H.)

(VA5 Ar rue
tA$r HiWiLUWeU.

He’s really testing the Health In

“That experience makes one

... Frank, Clark and Enid

Lee has already received a con
tract from the Olympic Committee.

If anyone is interested, contact him

for more info.at 609:492-3526....
Frank Merklein, Enid

Cotli and Clark Jones -

Frank writes and suggests that
those who visit the NBCFR bash,
are only 400 miles away from Par

adise (Key West). Merk says that
Clark Jones lives there for about

EnIJ Rorh, FranU MERklriN anJ CIarU Jones
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P III People - 6
Det &Dary Icric back from

Florida, heard we had a nice winter,
(Warm / low snow), and that he, in

Fla had a pretty good winter also,
which translates that he could play

golf everyday. To keep themselves
occupied, they have included danc

ing lessons into the curriculum.
Denee and Herb Cxman

spent about 9 days in Gary’s com

plex in Fl. Naturally the Iorios had
the Oxmans over for (not saurkraut
Lee CarIton, HerB Oxman, Gary Iorio anJ Ed TaHee

und brat-wurst), but, yes, an Italian

meal! Renee cooked real French

This Four-some qolf Hate was set up by HerB Oxman. Ed wasn't up to

pUyiNq, buT did bRiNq qRApsFRuir anJ ORANqes, FREshly picked From his

bread. (I can taste it from here!)

The Oxmans and Iorios are back up

bAckyARd, aU to ceIeBrate Lee CarIton's SevENrierh biRThdAy I

north now, and were mixing with
the 180 attendees at La Maganette.

Speaking about Celt!

All had tans, evidence of being out

in Florida sunshine. Lookin good!

Irving Messing land Dollvt sent me a note that it’s time

once again for the NBC Spring Golf Outing !
DATE:

June 12

WHERE:

The Rivervale Country Club

Rivervale, New Jersey
Restricted to 60 players-(Due to Dining
Rm capacity.)
FOR RESERVATIONS, CALL:

BOB BROWN: 212; 664-0408- 7 - 11 pm
MIKE DESOUZA: 212: 664 4042- 3-11pm

JOHN THOMAS: 212: 664-5337- lla-7p
Irving keeps busy. He recently finished a

non-paying consulting lighting gig for RidgeHerB & CARy. Last

year

Cary

came across tBe

BaIL It's tBe

ONE usEd iwl 952wiTh which hE won rhE chAMpioNship

wood N.J. high school s yearly Jamboree.
Procceeds went to their scholarship fund.
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Peacock North

went on to play in movie

TV came and pushed radio

palaces as stars of the silent

aside a bit, so Rosa went on to

Irving loved it... Then in October,

cinema like Charlie Chaplin

play for TV’s “Edge of Night”

Irv celebrated his 27th year of do

and Buster Keaton, Doug

and “Brighter Day”. Soon the

ing the “Country Music Awards”

Fairbanks and Rudolph

TV brass figured that live music

in Nashville in the company of Bill

Valentino romped across the

was too expensive.

Klages. Irv has learned a lot - you

screen.

should see him do the tush push.

For Rio it was time to retire.

As the silent screen era

Now lives in in Sun City Center,

died out, Rosa turned to radio.

Fla. with her husband. Bill Yeo

Cd Wackemafile gets on

Her first show was “The

man.

the air on the NBC Ham net quite

Shadow” - starring a young

often from California at 6:45 in his

Orson Welles. Then on to

morning, as the conditions permit,

soap operas “Lorenzo Jones”

still without her music. So today

to talk to his old fnends.It’s al

for ex; and Bill Stem’s Sport

she can be seen at the Tampa

ways a delight to hear Ed’s reso

show. Lee Jones recalls her

movie theater. As the curtain

nant “announcer” voice come

playing for “Between The

opens and the stage rises, Rosa,

booming in. Ed informed us about

Book Ends”,with Ted Malone

seated at the organ, playing for

Sam Roth’s passing on.... Mrs.

reading poetry.

the silent movies once again.

—However, —
Once again Rosa couldn’t sit

Roth is recovering from a stroke
and has hurt her hip.. Ed says that

she is amazing for her 93 years.
For you hams, Ed’s call sign is

W6TWZ
Many of you Radio Old Timers
remember when much of the

background music was live being
played by an organist.

Lee Jones writes from Savan
nah, Georgia and sends us a clip

ping from Maturity News Service
about Cosa Rio.
Rosa as a child prodigy, was
invited to substitute at the organ
in a local movie theater. From that
moment, it was the only thing she
MAitniry New Seruce Phoro

really ever wanted to do. She
Si Lent Movie orqanist Rosa Rio

at

The consoIe, bAck to hea Rrst Love

Peacock North

P M People - B
Cob€ Eartnik answerd my

Page 7.
transmitting on 20 meters -

These all add up to a fulfilling

Till then. I’ll just listen..
73’s,

IfiOGO

lifestyle.... Then from June to

request to write us

October,

[ I thought that all of BoBo’s

there’s a ret

friends would like to hear how he

urn to the

is and what’s going on, so here’s

cooler temps

the whole letter.]
temps.and

“Heino, Please - I’m not Lee

Carlton, Gene Martin, Eddie

their many at

John - My last name has not

tractions, the

changed. BARTNIK - NO “C’.

theater, the

“The picture, can it be re-

Ocean and

tumed“? (Yes, H.) I’ll look for
Bays of Long

others. My father, John and I,

Island, the

(I’m the one on the left)---- >

taken last October. Dad’s 90-1

Hamptons and

just turned 66 (March 18)

way out to

Looking at the pictures in The

Montauk..It’s

“Peacock North”, I’m glad I work

a change I al

out every morning. I do aerobics,

exercise, pump iron, swim.. Still

ways look for

at 225 pounds - I’m in good

ward to.

shape.
I went to Arizona to look for a
warm place to live, after my

As I write this.
J____________________________________ _

James E. Aldrich

daughter and grandson were set

pens a happy retiree letter. “

tled here.

Life in Ft. Lauderdale has

I stopped at Aaron Traiger’s -

I’m thinking of my long-term
fnend, Dan Grabel, wife Pat and

their boys with their own fami

been exactly what I hoped it

lies. Hope they are also well.

but he wasn’t home. I left him a

would be from many previous

Please pass this along to him.”

note. I did find Virginia and Ed

visits to the family down here

(If he reads the newsletter, he

Beavers home. Good to see

for several years. The

fnends. I didn’t have time to look

weather... the scenery... the

for everyone. I was sightseeing

fnendliness of the wide variety

- H.) Jim has also taken an active

and looking for a home for me.—

of residents and visitors, both

interest in protecting rights of

U.S. and elsewhere, - just

the disabled, and trying to under

I do miss the good times and fnends!
Some day I’ll be on the air-----

driving around doing errands
and finding free parking.

just received your nice thoughts

stand the wild gyrations
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Where is Jack Kennedy ? -

P M People - F
of the various financial markets. “I

and Gene Walsh, formerly Press

Dept ? ?

technicians they wanted, by
name - couldn’t do the show with

out the specific engineering person

even manage to outwit them from

I was saddened by our loss

time to time. All in all it’s about as

of Clay Ackerson. They didn’t

nel etc, etc... at the end of which,

risky a venture as trying to perform

come any nicer than Clay and I

the man in the next bed said he

brain surgery following a text

can still see his warm and affa

book”. Jim asks fnends to drop him

ble smile. Ditto John Graham

a line sometime.

(former Art Director in A & P)

didn’t think the job was very stress

ful... Vince, out of the hospital,

2B00 EAST SUNRISE BLVD. 7A

with whom I spent many work

came back for a little while and then

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL.333O4

ing hours. John was not neces

left to become a school teacher. He

sarily warm and smiley, but the

said nobody, especially people on

Peter Tintle says he’s
been distracted by a very

painful hip, leg and back for
which he has no clear answer.

However in all honesty, he
states that his primary problem

is procrastination, which is in
an advanced form-(something

he read in the New England

Journal of Medicine)-can lead
to Inertia Terminalis. ” Peter
is not sure what that means,

but you’ll have to admit that it

sounds very ominous.
“The Fall ‘94 issue of P.N.

was a knockout! Whenever I

read names or see photos of

guys I knew during my 42 year
stint - people not in my every
day thoughts - but not forgot

NBC heirachy made him that

way. And the loss of
Ken Keefer - just a kid - and

originally one of my G R boys.
On a happier note, two more

of my kids from G.R., Hugh
McDermott and Les Diamond

hilarious Thanksgiving Parade

him by the primadonnas on the one
hand and management on the other.
Obviously, he didn’t or couldn’t

learn to say what Hugh McDer
mott told the Parade producer he

story explains why so many TV

should do..I’m sure to this day, that

people became prematurely

Viiice Mitchell doesn’t have an ul-

gray. I’m reminded of Vince

(
cer or a gray hair on his head ! For

Mitchell, who wound up in the

hospital with bleeding ulcers.
His job was studio assignments

the rest of us. Hurley’s was always
a place to go for a little psyciatric

(local) when TV was new and

therapy.

radio still going strong - and no

Lilly Cuss© ; At La Mag ,Enid

tape anywhere.

Roth reminded me about when I

In a conversation he had
with a man in the next hospital

tropical breeze, ie the photos

bed, he explained his job which
included the need to satisfy all

Muir, Perry Massey, Bob
Hanna etc. etc. which remind

derstand the pressure brought on

mentioned in Hal Alexander’s

ten - it’s like feeling a warm
with Bill Garden, Roger

the outside could appreciate or un

of the demands of producers di

me of Easterners who moved

rectors and talent of the studio

west and North and stayed

they absolutely had to have, the

called Monsignor Dougharty for
notes - On the talk back, I called,”Monsignor, Honey - Don’t
leave, I have some notes for you !

VI© C©by It’s great being at La

Mag. to join PN to re-live days at
30 Rock, 106th St. and 67th Street

Billy Goetz Having
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Another “OOPS”.

P M People - G.

Frank Vlerllng as the town

Milt Wyatt finds another

historian of Oradell, New Jersey

pneumonia that lasted from Jan

mistake I made in the last is

has been writing and putting to

uary through March (3 mos.), in

sue. Milt crossed the English

gether a book about his town,

spite of having flu shots every fall!

Channel for the first time (on

which will cover the town’s history

(He lookg great now -H.)

his way to Omaha Beach) in

from its beginning. In addition he

1944 - not 1945. He was in
News from Cudy Fcfilia:

Germany in 1945 when the

“ I’m doing O.K. except for some

war ended. [ Milt missed La

arthritic discomforts. Guess I’m

Mag, for he’s been in Europe

joining the club !”

to celebrate the 50th anniver

Charlie Savaia is recov

sary of VE Day].. Milt tosses

ering O.K.from several mini

in the idea that we have a

strokes. Will return from Fla. April

gathering in Manhattan during

26. He still lives in Westchester.”

the Nov. - Jan. season.

Flcrence Clnfi is back from

surgery and doing well after an op

Jchn ISciishciiris

eration of her mirtal valve. Give

(produced Miss America for

her a call. [914:472-0968]

years) read with great interest

Ceufi Macintosh and his La

“A Regal Race to Air” in the

dyship Anne, enjoying La Mag

past issue. It happens that

festivities, decided to retire at 55,

John, was a part of that

and move to Florida, with their

“Epoch”. Then, was the Tech

two school-age children. They put

nical Director in charge of the

Maine until October. His son Don

up their house in NJ for sale, and it

operation which aired the

was the young man that was taking

sold before it even came out in the

“kine” of the Queen’s Corona

all those pictures al La Mag.

paper. Doug , his bright personality

tion., - Small World ! -sez he..

What a great turnout for PN’s

Steve Paganuzzi sold
his house in Dec. and moved
to a condo two blocks away.Steve says let someone alse

get together!

What a great announcing staff

has been publishing the Newsletter.
Frank has taken some time for

some personal life went to Arizona
to visit family, soon he is going to

Soooo - Pete has asked me to
“volunteer” to put together the in

and his bright red hair will be
missed from the halls of 30 Rock.
* * *

-FrAnU ViERliNQ-

cut that grass. Their youngest

terim editions. (See Frank Vierling
update on People‘T’)
So please become reporters.
Give me some help by keeping
the letters and especially photos

daughter just married. They

coming. Don’t write me the En

NBC’s greatest voices from

started settling down down

cyclopedia, but give me the facts

30’s, 4O’s, 50’s, 6O’s

and be “retired” by driving

70’s, 80’s. Nineties,

from New Hampshire to NYC

present - 9 of us.

rUiS 15:

to attend the La Mag Bash.
Enjoy it Steve !

maam, just the facts.

Dom, da dom domp.
( A nice story voodn’t hoit.)

Thanks. Heino
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P HI People - H
We keep bugging you-all about writ
ing PN, pieces that might interest our

readers. Anecdotes, nostalgic events,
past triumphs, unusual situations that

might tweek the memory synapses a bit.

Jim Mullen has been a prolific con
tributor to our fledgling Newsletter,

and this sheds light on the significant

role NBC played in their broadcasting

careers and personal lives.

In 1950 at age 23, Winifred Ann

Schaefer was appointed Publicity Di
rector of WNBC and WNBT, NBC’s

radio and TV outlets in NYC. After
graduating from St. Cecelia’s School

in Englewood, N.J.Win went to

Katherine Gibbs Secretarial School
and also attended classes at Fordham

College. She joined NBC as a secretary to the News

Director; later moving to being assistant to the News
and Special Events Director. In 1949 she became a

Press Representative for WNBC and WNBT.

In 1951,1 graduated from Fordham College and

was hired as an on-air promotion writer for the NBC

Radio Network doing copy for shows including Bob
& Ray, Pete Kelly’s Blues, Theater Guild of the Air
and Cavalcadeof America. I remember meeting Wini

back then at NBC and working with her. In 1955,1

went with ABC-TV, where I did promotion kits for
network shows. In 1960 I became Advertising &

Promotion Manager at CBS Radio, where in 1965 I
hired as Assistant Manager a talented young woman

who had done extremely well career-wise with jobs
at WEED TV Corporation and the Radio Asdvertis-

ing Bureau. Her name was Winifred Ann Schaefer.
I returned to NBC inl968 as Sales Promotion

Administrator for WNBC-TV Cnannel 4. Wini

WiiMi ANd James MuIIen,

taRen In

Siudio 8H in 1982

AT tRe ChANNEl 4 ChiMSTMAS Tree UqkriNq Party.

became Director, Information Services for CBS
Radio where she remained until she retired in 1989.

I am happy to report that she became Mrs Jim
Mullen on July 21, 1973 in the Lady Chapel of St.
Patrick’s Cathederal.

As Sales Promotion Administrator, my chores
included arranging special sales-related functions
including The Channel 4 Christmas Tree Lighting
Party and The New Season Preview Party. I retired

from NBC in 1986.
Win died on August 27, 1993.

I hope that this shared reminiscence will recall
lovely Wini to the Peacock North readers from her
early years with NBC, as well as being with me at

various Channnel 4 events.

J/m Mullen
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at 30 rock
By Dan Grabel

single line broadcast company into a global network company. He
listed NBC’s partnerships as including A&E, Thr History Channel

(where Roger Mudd and Sander Vanocur are working). Prime

Sports Channel Networks, Bravo, American Movie Classics, NBC

Desktop Video, the Interactive Network and others.
Emmy Magazine carried an Andy Lack profile in which it said,

“Since Lack became President, NBC News’ morale has gone up and

so have the ratings”. Lack certainly revived the department which

once saw the company shutting bureaus all over the place. Lack has
reopened them in Frankfurt and Tokyo, has added personnel in Lon
don and Tel Aviv, has opened in Beijing with Diana, formerly of
Canada’s CTV as chief Asian correspondent, and has plans for

Shanghai. Then too, there’s a Superchannel which serves Europe. It

was purchased for a measely $23-million is now reaching 65 million
homes. Lack’s ideas on the drawing board include a 24 hour news
We trust some of the following is

news to you, dear reader. Since we
come out quarterly, we gotta report

service. Bill Wheatley, by the way, is still doing duty as News Vice

President.
Petrhaps the biggest new operation of all will be the CNBC Hong

some stories which did not happen

Kong-based regional business news service. It will employ 150 and

only yesterday.

have at least 3 major bureaus around the area. Wharf Cable in Hong

With the Simpson trial still getting

Kong was the first to sign on with the new service which will be “all

media mega-space daily, and every

Live, all the time, for 24 hours”, says Patrick Cox, the managing di

which way we turn, it’s nice to dis

rector. (Hmmm, Cox doesn’t seem to be aware of videotape, the usual

cover that NBC owns a piece of

library of historical material, and packaged stories from outside

Court TV — its viewers are up 800

sources).

percent — and in addition , accord

The operation, which is called ANBC, for Asian, began last

ing to a recent interview by CEO

November, and Cox coined a phrase to describe it - “Infotainment, a

Bob Wright, the Company is in

mixture of business, news and fact-based entertainment like live mate

volved with 21 satellite services

rial, standup comedy, a lot of things.” Business news with stand-up

which owns 100 %, or has partial

comedy? ? ? Since ANBC plans to have feeds from Singapore,

ownership. Wright puts NBC;s

Bankok and Bombay, those places might be likely areas for regular

worth at $400-million. The O & O

network expansion.

stations add another $700 million to

* * *

Jessica Savage — there’s a name that brings up many anecdotes.

that price tag, and he figures the

The lifestory of the anchor woman who died in a tragic car accident in

overall package brings the value to

1983, is coming up for double exposure — on cable TV and on big

the $4-BILLION mark

screen movies. Cable’s Lifetime Net plans a bio to be entitled

Wright visited Havana early this

year, conferrung with top officials.

“Almost Golden: The Jessica Savage story,” and Hollywood is cur

rently working on “Up Close and Personal”, with Robert Redford and
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HBO. It’s a quarterly.

If you try to visit 30 Rock, you may find it now

more difficult to get past security. Following the
shooting incident at the TODAY show site on 49th
street, new, stricter regulations are in place. ID cards
must be shown, all guests must sign in, visitors must

explain the contents of any packages they are carry

ing. Also, from 7am to 7pm metal barriers will be in
place at the Plaza street from 48th to 51st. Unat

tended vehicles will not be permitted, but vehicles will
be allowed to pickup and discharge passengers.

Those streets used to be packed with limos, taxis
awaiting their passengers. After 7pm, it will be a

David Doss is the new senior producer on Nightly.
He was brought over from “Prime Time” and one lo
cal TV coumn offered three explanations for the

move.
1. Doss is being groomed to replace Jeff Gralnick

2. He’s going to produce more magazine-type
pieces for Nightly, or

3. Gralnick put Doss in the job to cover his flank.

Both are ABC alumni.
This issue’s report on Steve Friedman:
Although he had two years to go on his NBC con

tract when he was eased out of “Today”, 48 year old

no-go territory.

Most of us only walked those areas anyway, so it
will mean no change. However, if you’re the limo

Steve wisely decided to remain visible so he signed a

deal to head tv production for Savoy Pictures. That
outfit has produced such un-notable films as “A

type, sorry.

HONORS
Three of the Peacock’s biggest hits —
“E R”, “Mad About You,” and “Frasier”, picked up

George Foster Peabody Awards for excellence in the
entertainment programs division — the only such

programs to be honored this year by the selecting

judges at the University of Georgia.
WCBS was the big winner in the 38th annual New
York area Emmy Awards, taking 9 of them. WPIX
won 8, WABC won 7, WWOR won 6, and WNBC

won 4.

NETWORK FOLKS
We watched the Today show the other morning,

something we don’t usually do, cause we’re busy do
ing other things at that hour, and it looked like GirlsTown. Katie Couric sitting in as host(ess), Giselle

Fernandez doing the news, and a third gal, Ann

Curry (usually on News at Sunrise) was sitting in for

Bronx Tale”, and “Exit to Eden.”
Alvin Perlmutter, once as NBC News vp, contin

ues as an independent producer for public television.

Alvin took on Newt Gingrich recently with a NYTimes op-ed essay suggesting Gingrich was aiming in
the wrong direction when he announced he was go

ing to zap federal financing for public tv.
Every once on a while we like to watch NBC News
to see which talent is still on the roster. Recent view

ing has shown the veterans like Fred Francis,
George Lewis, Kenley Jones and Bob Hagar,
among others are still reporting for the peacock. And,

of course, John Palmer has returned after working

for the Christian Science Monitor operation.
Deborah Norville began her assignment with

“Inside Edition”, a syndicated tab show, in March.

Bryant, who was off.
Gumbel, in addition to his NBC chores, will be

hosting a new Sports Magazine that will be seen on

Phil Simms, the former scrambling N Y Giants
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worked with ESPN, doing three shows a week, and

he worked for two weeks without a contract, and

they were miffed when he signed with the Peacock.

there was a news report Bryant was mulling an of

ESPN said they had a verbal agreement. But YOU

fer from Fox TV. Then he took two days off.

know, they ain’t worth the paper they’re written on.

The upshot: he signed a one year deal with

Simms will do football, of course, and the 1996

“Today”... Well, maybe the Fox Story was true, but

Olympics from Atlanta.

agents have been using that ruse for eons to get

some movement on a personal contract. A blinking
Josh Mankiewicz, who had worked for Fox, ABC

contest, with the more nervous negotiator blinking

and WCBS-TV, has been named to “Dateline NBC,”

first. One report we read put his salary at $7 million

operating out of L.A. That show is having its best

for 3 years, another said it was 2.3 mil. Please, the

season ever in the ratings game. Fact is, despite all

truth, nothing but the truth. (Then maybe divide

the flack - the GM truck and all — it has just marked

7mil, by 3 yrs, you get 2.3 mil. per yr, guess you

its fourth year and NBC has put the show in a mil

have to read the label -er or the contract.)

lion dollar studio.. I just love those figures the PR
puts out — million dollar studio. Hey, in a day when

Success story; When Debbie Vickers got a job

they’re using daily hires and squeezing out the over

with NBC in 1976, it was as a page. Latest move:

time and they blow a mil on a studio ? It’s a nice

Executive producer of Jay Leno’s “Tonight”. First

round figure.

move out of the uniformed ranks was to the staff of

Tom Snyder's “Tomorrow” show in 1978, and

Bill Moyers, who provides simple, relevant com

then Vickers moved on to the Tonight Show in the

mentary, is a three times a week addition to Nightly

198O’s during the Johnny Carson era as a talent co

News. Moyers, who has won 30 Emmys, makes ob

ordinator.

servations, we think, which are more folksy than
pontifical, and easy for the mass audience to com

Willard Scott is not overworked on NBC. Well,

prehend. I like his style, but the NYTimes critic de

not any more. His new contract calls for a 3 day

scribes it as “mini-sermons”, and like a “Sunday

week. Tuesday to Thursday, instead of 4. Willard is

school briefing”.

a one-man cottage industry, with lots of irons in the

fire. His newest deal is a 26 week series “Willard
Back in the 1980s, Steve Bogart, the son of

Scott’s Home and “Garden Almanac” for cable TV.

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall, worked

NBC News pexy Andy Lack says Scott actually will

at NBC News, specifically, for “A” News and also

be doing more schtick for Today with feature sto

the assignment desk. Steve made the papers recently

ries increased and weather reports decreased.His

when he objected to HBO’s plan to use special ef

contract expires in December so that’s another cliff
hanger we’ll be watching.

fects wizardry to create a “Tales From the Crypt”

episode by integrating old Bogey footage into it. The
Bogart family wants input and a piece of the action.

While corresponding with a non-NBC chum in

Florida, I discovered that we both had been fnends
When Bryant Gamble's 3 year contract expired.

of the late Dave Teitelbaum, ex news in N.Y.
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Two of Dave’s 3 sons, he tells me, are making their

dicated show seen nightly. Ironically, channel 4 NY

way in the news business. Son Henry has an important

carries that program, so they still have Ms. Adams on

news job in Paris (AP I think), brother Richard is with

the screen.

Fortune, and Ned, as I recall, was trying to make it in

The News side replaced her with Michele

films in Hollywood. And my chum tells us that Dave’s

Dabney-Perez who has been on the staff of WTVJ,

widow, Bonnie has remarried.

the NBC O«&O in Miami. The trial has created a mini

cottage industry in commentary experts. Every move

You’ve heard it said, “It pays to advertise”. John

must be analyzed.

Curry, a senior at auburn University, did just that

when he put up a sign outside the “Today” show win

I haven’t seen any announcement of a party, but I

dow reading,”Janice, Will You Marry Me?” At the

think this is Gabe Pressman’s 40th anniversary

same time in her home in Montgomery, Alabama,

with WNBC.

Janice Poole got a phone call from a Today pro
ducer suggesting she watch the show. Janice did.

Bryant Gamble and Katie Couric joined the con

versation and asked Janice for her reaction. “Yes, I
will”, she replied.
Late November, another swain visiting in New

Reporter Perri Peltz is a mother. She had her first
child, a son.

Jane Hanson, who anchors “Today in New York”
from 5:30am to 7am along with Maty Civillo, was
named as a 1995 Outstanding Mother by The Na

York popped the question to a girl friend in Orlando

tional Mother’s Day Award Committee. Yeah, and

on the morning show.

the year’s not even half over !

News for New York Folks

John Miller, who was a UTVBC reporter until he

WNBC news retiree Edie Cahill writes from Stu

was tapped as the press spokesman for NYPD, is re

art, Florida, after reading our story about Drew

turning to WNBC in September, having been sev-

Phillips memorial service in the spring issue of PN “

eredby police commissioner Bratton. He may write a

Drew was an old pal of mine and he and Tom Mc

book based on his year’s experiences. The NY Post

Cabe talked me into becoming a stringer before I

said he was obligated to return to WNBC where he

joined NBC for real. At one time there were 14 news

interrupted his 3 year contract to take the high visibil

people at NBC who had come over from the old

ity police job. Story said his contract paid one million

World Telegram & Sun”. Edie was invited to join the

bucks over 3 years. But do you believe everything you

NBC Florida retirees and attended their March lun

read in the papers? Then again, since Miller is de

cheon. Her summer plans are to visit the Catskills and

scribed as a man who dresses in Georgio Armani rags,

then Ireland. Hmmm, well Edie should find her roots

that would just about cover his wardrobe expenses.

in one_of those places.

Reporter Dana Adams, who was to have the

Ira Joe Fisher is gone. The rotund weatherman

highest profile among the local reporters covering the

(seems many of them are rotund - Scott, Roker) has

Simpson trial. Quit WENBC after months of wran

departed local to join WCBS as their weekend and

gling over her contract and skipped to “Extra”, a syn

feature reporter. Ira Joe had been at NBC for 6 years
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From the 15 Emmy nominations WNBC received.

an amicable departure. That’s not what the local print

Five Awards in April.

press said. Seems Ira Joe’s Air time was cut back

1. Steve Dunlop: Outstanding on-camera acheive-

with the assignment of Janice Huff as weekend

ment

weathercaster. Ira Joe is now on his third network,

2. Jim Touhey: Outstanding Research on “How to

the “hat trick”, as the writer in Newsday called it. Ira

Survive a Plane Crash”

will replace Mark Spfister at Channel 2. Hey, if he

3. Danny Cassano; Outstanding Editing

gets tired of reporting the weather, there’s always the

4. Bruce Erik Brauer, Neil Wright, Craig Tozzi:

theater. Ira Joe performed for one week in March in

Outstanding Graphics on “Everybody’s Talking.”

the long running off-B roadway show “The

5. Dr. Max Gomez & producer Kaiuska Poven-

Fantasticks.” He played the part of the Boy’s Father.

tud: Outstanding Health/ Science Reporting for

Other WNBC departures include Chef Ashbell

“Separate Lives”

McElveen (I don’t know if this person was a chef or
a broadcaster). Reporter Bobby Rivers and

Remember Norm Fein ? He’s was vice president

Magee Hickey, also walked to Channel 2.

for press relations at Cablevision and now has been

. Longtime local director Jack Sumroy left NBC in

named v.p. for news development there. His assign

March to “pursue other projects”. Sumroy had spent

ment - - expanding the operation to 24 hours a day.

35 years with NBC.( In addition to being a good Di

At WNBC-TV Fein was News Director.- - Which

rector, he is a very likeable andfriendly person. I

brings on a comment. I remember years ago, and it

have spent many enjoyable hours working next to this

may still be true, it was said tv news directors had a

wonderful gentleman. The best of luck Jack. Heino)

high job mortality, usually lasting about a year and a
half in the post.

WNBC New Jersey correspondent Carlos

Granda departed the station in April for personal

Like a lot of locales around America, NBC at 30

reasons and returned to his hometown, Miami, where

Rock has just become a Smoke Free Workplace.

he is now weekend anchor on WCIX. He’s been re

And that means everywhere, except perhaps, your

placed by Su Keenan. She sounds like a heavy hitter

own personal broom closet. And for complaining non-

from the new release we read. A 10 year journey

smokers who spot someone puffing away, the policy

man, most recently she worked at WPLG, Miami.

sez, “No adverse personnel action will be taken

Prior to that, she worked for CNN, including a stint

against an employee for exercising or attempting to

in Central America, also KRON, San Francisco,

exercise, in a reasonable manner, his or her rights un

KDFW, Dallas and WKRN, Nashville. She has won

der this policy”. So speak out if you must, but a punch

several Emmys and was the first recipient of the Ben

in the nose is out of order.

Grauer Fellowship offered by Columbia Univer

sity, where she earned a master’s degree. She was

When Michael Jordan returned to round-ball

cum laude at Tufts. My guess is we’ll be hearing

playing after giving up his baseball career, NBC esti

more about Su. - - - And what happened to the “e”

mated that 3 5-million would tune in to the game be

in her name?

tween the Bulls & Indiana Pacers. As I recall it,
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Jordan wasn’t too hot that day, but the game averaged

in the ratings race, may be part of the debacle.

the highest for a regular season NBA game in 20 years
and double the usual NBA ratings.

Talking ratings, 81 million watched the movies’
Academy Award show, despite what some described as

Big Screen, Lil Screen
When NBC bought the rights to 2 showings of

a lackluster performance by Davis Letterman. However Stephen Spielberg’s “Jurassic Park” and also rights to
“Schindler’s List” for $64-million, we knew there
Letterman still bests Leno.
* * *

"Saturday Nite Live'" has been taking a pummel-

ing from the print tv critics. New York Magazine,

would be a big price for commercials. The company

sought $650,000 for each 30 second spot. It was

which did a cover on the show which is now in its 20th scheduled for a sweeps week to get the biggest bang
for the buck. In the buying breakdown, “Jurassic Park”
year, asserted the show is in “deep spiritual funk”.
Over at Newsday critic Verne Gay was succinct. He

was priced at $50-million, Schindler” at $14-million.

said, “The show stinks”, and that Bob wright wants

changes. Gay also said the show remains a profitable
franchise. At the NYTimes, critic Bill Carter said it

Age Discrimination
No problem if you’re a star on CBS’ “60 Minutes”.

needs “ a creative overhaul”. Several critics suggest

When Newsweek did a piece on Mike Wallace, they

creator and part owner Lome Michaels take a walk.

decided to tell all and listed the ages of the veteran

Michaels admits that the show did not have “ a win

staffers, to wit, Mike Wallace, 76, Andy Rooney, 75,

ning team” this season. He provided a little criticism

Don Hewitt, 73. When Paley was around it seems they

himself. He said the current cast didn’t click together,

gave people their walking papers at 65. However,

that they failed to create new characters. Next year, he those senior citizens fit the show’s demographics - promises there will be a smaller cast, a smaller budget, 70 percent of the viewers are over age 50.
and more airtime for the comics who are still working.
Yet SNL is still the hottest property on the little screen
on Saturday nights. Dana Carvey may return and

that could give the show a leg up.

Well, comedy is serious business and it ‘taint nuff
just to add a laugh track as they do in sit coms.

Money Tree
I am writing this on income tax deadline day so it’s

nice to report that NBC earned $500-million in pre-tax
operating profits in 1994 - - up 30 % over 1993 — and
is poised for further growth in ‘95.
That is not the story at Black Rock. For CBS, net

income fell 14% to $281.6-million, even tho sales were
up.CBS had a tough year because of the baseball strike

and the loss of NFL football to Fox-tv. First quarter
1995, CBS’ earnings were down 68% and being No. 3

Roy Silver
Finally, we’re indebted, as always , to writer

researcher Roy Silver up there in Mohegan Lake for
voraciously reading all those papers to find tidbits for
“At 30 Rock”.

Pagels.
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Hugh i>OM<rx Story
By

Mort

HochsiiN

It's not true that
Hugh Downs was

the announcer, on

remember, was a staff announcer before joining the
"Home" show in 1954 and moving on to N.Y.C.

Hugh Downs has always been a quiet, "makeno-waves" sort of guy. He was so quiet that I

didn't recall he'd been announcer on "Caesar's

the first network

television

Hour" from 1956 to 1957 until I checked his

program. It only

biography. I was staff publicist for that program,

seems that way....

but among that wild bunch of raving extroverts

Hugh has been

that Caesar corralled, Hugh was practically

around—on camera—
longer than anyone on the screen today. Only 56
years.

He was honored again last month. With him, it

invisible.
In July, 1957, when Jack Paar took over the
"Tonight" show, he brought Hugh along as his

straight man. Hardly an Ed McMahon type, Hugh

seems to happen every couple of months. Just

managed to survive for five years with the

having been around so long would qualify him for

mercurial Paar. In 1958, Downs became host of

the 'survivor' award, and that may happen. He's the

the daytime "Concentration" and managed to

youngest 74-year-old communicator in the

juggle that job with his work for Today, which he

business.

joined in September, 1962.

Last month's award came at a black-tie dinner

A year and a couple of months later, I came

organized by the Museum of Broadcast

aboard as a writer and that was my closest

Communications in Chicago, April 29. The

association with him. The way “Today” was set

Museum also scheduled a retrospective of some of

up. Downs had very little to do with the preparing

Hugh's most memorable programs to run through

of the program, and his basic job was to show up

May 20 at its Ronald McDonald Mini-Theater.

and work with the script that had been prepared

Chicago was a major stopping-off point for
Downs on his road to fame in New York with both

NBC and ABC. He was part of a group of

for him. He was unobtrusive and undemanding,

qualities his co-workers appreciated.
It was only when we traveled on assignment

television pioneers who originated there. Dave

that I got to know him. What really made him

Garroway came from Chicago to head up the first

different, and probably it's what's kept him going

Today show. Downs, some NBC old-timers may

for more than a half century in broadcasting, was
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his great curiosity. He would try anything. When we

Later he joined ABC for the "20/20" program and

did a piece on astronaut training, Downs went into

he's now racked up 16 years with that program,

an Air Force weightless training chamber to be

where he's been paired with his former "Today"

bounced around like a ball for a half hour or more.

partner, Barbara Walters.

Not for my tender stomach, and I'd also been offered

Somewhere along the line. Downs has managed to
publish seven books and his eighth, "Perspectives"

the opportunity.

At Indianapolis in 1971, he climbed into driving

was released in May by Turner Publishing. He's still

gear and roared around the raceway at what was then

satisfying that insatiable curiosity and says he intends

an enormous speed, about 150 miles an hour. The

to extend that streak of 10,500 hours on commercial

drivers said he did "a helluva job." He never said no

network television which got him into the Guinness

to a challenge and did more daredevil stunts, includ

Book of Records 10 years ago when he hit the 10,000

ing diving with sharks, on and off camera, than I can

hour mark.

"There's nothing else I would rather do," Downs

remember.

Downs and the "Today" program parted com
pany in October, 1971 and he went on to writing,
teaching, lecturing, and consulting.

says, "so I expect to be here for a long time."
Downs and his wife, Ruth, maintain homes in
Arizona and New York City. They have two grown
children, Hugh Raymond and Dierdre Lynn.

Huqli

Downs
CapItaI Cme/ABC,lNC.

Harry MusseIman beiNq chucklked
by WaIter Mi Her

I
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A DAY TO REMEMBER
by Jim Holton

known if any of the shots had struck Mr Kennedy.

Then he hung up.

It was a brisk, bright Friday in late Novem
ber, 1963. My boss Russ Tomabene and I were

returning to the office from lunch and as we passed

the 5B radio news operations area, I decided to

drop in to see what was going on while Russ went
on back to the office area.

I gave no more immediate thought to the
missing editor. I got on the intercom to the main TV
newsroom and announced the gist of MacNeil's re
port, asking for an editor to come to 5B to assist in

what I knew would be a sudden explosion of activity.
Then I got the MacNeil spot ready to broadcast on an

One reason was my noticing that the tele

phone that handled incoming "beeperless" phone

spots from field reports was lying, unhooked, on
the editor's desk and he was nowhere in sight.

Neither was the engineer, who should have been

NBC News Hotline report. That was a bulletin-type

transmission to the network stations which we would

be able to carry live, breaking into their local pro
gramming. Then I sat down at the editor's desk and

began organizing our rapidly expanding coverage.

tending his battery of 4 console tape machines on

the other side of the room.

A minute or so later a bulletin appeared on

the UPI wire, followed seconds later by the AP.

As I entered the room I heard a plaintive,
disembodied voice calling for somebody to talk to

Both said the President had been wounded and was
being taken to Parkland Hospital.

him, and realized it was coming from the inert in

strument on the desk. I picked it up, indentifying
myself and asking who was calling.

I lined up a newsman to go on the air live and

began arranging for reports at other locations, includ

ing Dallas and Washington. The next hour was a blur
"Jesus, Jim, I'm glad you're there", the
voice yelled. "This is MacNeil in Dallas. Some
body shot at the President and he might have been

hit. I can do a spot then I have to try to get back in
the motorcade".

With that the engineer reappeared and
quickly lined up two machines to do a double tap

of wire copy; the taut faces of reporters, editors and

other managers huddling around the desk where I
was running our radio coverage; incoming and
outgoing phone calls; the constant drone of anchor
men and women on the air advancing details of the

grim story and finally, the sad news that President
Kennedy had died in the hospital from his wounds.

ing. He gave me the nod and I told Robert

MacNeil to go ahead with his spot.

I can recall the most intensive feeling I had

before that moment was the determination — in the
"Shots were fired at President Kennedy as

his motorcade drove through downtown Dallas
today," MacNeil began haltingly, obviously ad lib

bing and being careful not to jump to any drastic

conclusions. He wound up by saying it was not

midst of all sorts of wild rumors -- not to go on the
air with any hasty and unconfirmed reports of the

President's death. Several such reports carried in
wire service bulletins in a small pile on my desk were

covered by my hand so forcefully that later I noticed
my sweat had stained the paper they were printed on.
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I can’t remember even having breakfast,

you were and what you were doing that Friday, of

for there was much phoning and discussing

November 1963. While Jim was agonizing over

whether that was a prudent move. It was decided

broadcasting what could have been just rumors,

that we should go .

3,000 miles away here's how another tv group
learned about these events. Heino]

Some hours later, having checked in at the Dallas
hotel, I was in a cab on the way to the theater. By

I had just left the elevator into the lobby of

now the President was dead, and Oswald was in

my San Fransisco hotel around 9 a.m., walking to

custody. As the cab drove slowly past the police

ward the cafeteria to meet my Tech Supervisor,

station, we noticed quite a crowd. The cabbie said

Reid Davis, Unit Manager, Stu MacGregory,

that was the sheriff moving Oswald to another lo

Lighting Director Bill Klages for breakfast. As I

cation, and we discussed whether it was the right

approached the check in area I saw Frank McGee

thing to do to bring him through that mob..

on TV. I thought it strange seeing Frank at that

A few minutes later, I arrived at the theater,

hour, for it was too early for “Nitely News”. A

inquired where our meeting was to be held. Again

crowd had gathered around the set, so it was a

a somber mood was present, which became even

while before I realized what had happened.

more so. Our host announced, “ Oswald has just

been shot!
Only three hours ago, we had just packed

We all managed to do all our survey work,

up our tractor trailers with the equipment which we

I went to the hotel and drew up some plans for the

had used to broadcast the live “Perry Como” Kraft

control rooms.

Music Hall at the San Fransisco Opera House. This

I guess it was Perry that decided that we

morning we were scheduled to go to Dallas, for a

should the next show at another location. Eventu

survey to set up the next Como Show.

ally we did do a show from Dallas.

Srudio 8H In ihe Hey-dAy of RAdio, wIcre Toscamm coNducred his Bust simuIcast Live TV concerts

I

Sorry I couldn't rem em ber all the nam es ]

Thanks to Fran De Gennaro for the use of this photo of the Honorees
at the 25 Year Reception. Fran is #4 on the ’’code”

Page 24.
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11.Burt Maxwell

24. Rick Caro ?
25. Jerry Polikoff

26. Tony Romeo

27. Franf DiRienzo

14. Vic Roby

15. Bill Merill

16. Al Savage

17. Gary Iorio

18. Al Finelli

19. Frank Martin 29. Gene Frisch

20. Herb Greeley 30.--------------

4. Fran DeGennaro

5, David Adams

6. Julian Goodman

7. Marge McGlynn

8. Ceil Zelak

9. Bill Storke

10. Carl Lindeman

28. Ralph Dichter

23. Bob Henry

13. ? ?

22. Frank Merklein

21.-------------

3.------------

l.George Heineman 12. Willie Day

1. Ed Antonioli

40.------------

39. Mel Brandt

38.-----------

37. Joe Waag.

36. Bill Delannoy

35. Wilbur Hildreth

34.------------

33[ Mike Rosar

32. Clay Kassel

31. ]^n Zampino

50. "Red" Trudel

49. Nick Rawluk

48. Bill Little

47. Ernie Varga

46. Bill Kelly

45. Harvey Belair

44. Jim Sunder

43. Arnie Dick

42. Nat Schuchman

41. Vic Gerson ?

57.--------------

56. Leo Farrenkop

55. (fm Film)------

54. Walt Dresch

53. Marty Hoade

52. Jack Durkin

51. John Rogers
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excavation of the "hole" in the ground where the

RCA building would rise. The entire perimeter
between 49th and 50th Streets was surrounded by a

six foot high wooden fence or wall having a two
foot by two foot opening every so often at eye level,

covered by carpenters cloth, a wire mesh to protect
the viewers from rock splinters during the blasting.

These openings were listed as "Side walk
Superintendents Viewing Areas".

The excavation, as I remember it,

was about sseven stories deep. Tons of earth and
rock were blasted out until bed rock was reached.
At this point a heavy steel plate was fastened to the

■Rockefeller

Center
Around 1932 Rockefeller Center was
starting to come out of the ground, between 49th

rock, which now became the foundation for the
massive steel columns going up from the building. I

recall the base rock as resembling granite, with small
flecks of mica. This I was told was the "back bone"

of the island of Manhattan.

In later years when the Eastern Airlines

and SOthStreets in New York City. My father Emil

Building was to be built where NBC's "Today"

was employed as the foreman plumber by the

studio. Studio lA stands, the Eastern Airlines

plumbing concern of James McCullagh and as such

brought in a full sized DC2 airplane and parked it on

would bring home the blue-prints of the contruction.

the place where its building would eventually rise.

I think it is interesting to learn, that

That was several years after I started working for

the original plans were titled as Metropolitan

NBC. I took a picture of the plane from a fifth floor

Center, not Rockefeller Center, because the major

window, because it looked so strange seeing a large

financial provider was the Metropolitan Life

plane on the ground in the middle of Manhattan -

Insurance Company. However some where along

never knew how it got there.

the line, the Rockefeller family became the principal

Before working for NBC I was employed on

financial providers, consequently the name changed

the construction of the RCA building, so you see I

to Rockefeller Center. As for "Radio City", it had

came to NBC right after the company moved from

been hoped that all or most of the New York radio

711 Fifth Avenue.

stations would relocate to Rockefeller Center, hence

As the building was going up, the stone

the name Radio City was used, however that never

masons were putting on the stone slabs that make

came to pass, but only NBC's two stations, WEAF

up the exterior walls. A scaffold about four feet

& WJZ decided to move.

wide encircled the entire buildings. About two or

Recently while moving from New Jersey to

three floors above the stone masons, the stone slabs

Florida, I came across the blue prints and was

would be lowered to the masons, who would

reminded of the times I had spent watching the

cement and bronze wire them to the steel structure.

Peacock North
A couple of times an accident occurred.
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I thought, possibly it had been covered over

These slabs were very heavy and in one case a slab

with canvas. To this day, I still do not know and

fell on the scaffold and a mason lost his life, in

would appreciate hearing from someone who knows

another incident a slab fell off a set-back and went

what became of the mural. Was it removed from the

right down and thru the street between the

wall or covered up.

Promethius Fountain and the RCA building.

So much for that except to mention that my
When the RCA building, now the GE

father was in charge of all the fountain and water

building, was completed, the Rockefeller family

displays at the Promethius statue and the channel

commissioned a famous artist to paint a mural on the

gardens. He had all the decorative bronze fittings

wall of the back of the 30 Rockefeller Plaza

and sprays cast at the New York Brass Foundry at

entrance. There was, and I imagine, still is, a long

Broome Street in New York City and installed them.

control desk against this wall, which is the back of

So you can understand when I passed the

the low rise elevator shaft. The artist was a Mexican

Promethius fountain I thought of my Dad. If he had

named Diego Rivera, who covered the entire wall

lived, he would have been 112 years old at this time.

from the 49th Street side to the 50th Street side and

up to the ceiling. The mural was composed of many

Lastly the building of Rockefeller Center was

bright colors, however when the Rockefellers saw

a boon to labor through out the U.S. I read that it

the subject of the mural upon its completion, they

caused the employment of approximately 10,000

were dismayed. There were many inferences how

workmen, not in Rockefeller Center, but in allied

Communists saw Capitolism in a bad light. This

businesses such as steel production in Pittsburgh,

should not have surprised the Rockefellers, as Diego

stone quarrys, brick yards, cement manufacturing,

Rivera was a close friend of Vladimir Lenin, whom

excavation machinery, wire, pipe, glass and many

I read had lived in Mexico with Diego Rivera and his
wife.

other industries. These were the "Depression
Years".
*******

The mural consisted of a steam lined
locomotive, many scenes of burly soot covered

workmen, working laying tracks, and working in
automobile assembly plants together with a

uniformed man with a Swastika on his sleeve,
shaking hands with a worker, as best as I remember

it.

When the Rockefellers decided to have the
mural removed from the wall, a problem came up,

something about the fact that a “work of art”, even

though it is owned by someone, cannot be

destroyed. I never learned the outcome of this
problem, but the next time I entered the 30
Rockefeller entrance, the mural was no longer there.

More CaIa ReveIers
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Peiistis, WOW ! I loved it”.
Dorette Nelson writes “This is

my first time, and I enjoyed my
self, except I didn’t see Elmer

Part2-"J"
Just heard this morning, April 28,
NBC News correspondent Tem

Perry”. (Dorette, Elmer was 3
tables away from yours, how

could you possibly miss Elmer?)

too much and drink too much.
Anyone who has an address for

Tom ? I’d like to send him a copy
of the Newsletter. Would like to
do same for Jack Perkins if we

had an address..
Martin Pcade joined the La

Mag celebration. He recalls: A
respected colleague once asked
me,” Was it worth it?” the work,

the commitment?”

“The turnout this day is the

continues our poetry mood.Bill

says: “The group is like table wine
- “Vintage all the way! - Bless us
all. “

-------

Pen Parde & Mel Prandt
are the only ones who haven’t

Petit was retiring and Tom said
he, was going to Bermuda - to eat

Pill & Piitti Panrahan

It’s nice to see Parry Eleet-

WCXXl getting to be a regular

aged. We Just walk a little slower

and breathe a bit faster !

attendee who notices everything!

Mel Brandt

He observes; “Curious how ev
eryone looks older, but nicer.

Maybe there’s something to be
said in favor of the aging process

after all” [ many times in the
past,have I stayed up late nights,
listening and enjoying Fleet
wood’s American Airlines Music

through the Night. H.]

The handsomest people ~
The nicest people
The cream of Radio & TV
Breeder of the great Page & Guide

staff

Wonderful people. And when they die

They don’t go to Heaven,
They go to the Rainbow Room

Pick Pudley prolific scribe

Ed Herllhy

for PN “In regards to ageing.

Nancy & Pern Salvicla

As it comes to all men and

back from West Palm, to summer

women. Last month (April) it

in East Hampton. They invited

cable production. Now the most

came to me. I turned 80. Becom

Magdalena, a beauty from Poland,

impressive player in the world to

ing 80 should not cause traumas

here as an exchange student to PN

answer!”
“These men and women

shaped the future of television and

- Actually I don’t feel any differ

day.”

ent than I did at 79.

Pennise Pcbinsen notes
while sipping her coffee at La

Mag

Again - yes this should

My only problem will be that I

*

will have to learn to spell -

*

“Akta-jem air e in”....

Announces the birth of

happen again. - - Maureen

(Protrato) didn’t make it this year.
She missed - - but it gave non

other than Porrette Nelsen
a chance to show up. And Pank

“Grow old along with me -

*

her first grandchild,

The best is yet to be -

*

born on March 13

The second halffor which
The first was made”
Robert Browning

named Mathew I

Ip
*

IP

5P1P5P5P^5P1P1P
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P M People
Cofier Tuttle and T>at

took their “Air Stream” south this
winter, stopping oflF and visiting

relatives on the way. One of the
highlights was the stop at Lake
land, Florida, for the annual “Fly

In”. Folks who build their air
planes, helicopters, seaplanes, kit
planes. War Birds, and anything

else that flies, fly their aircraft for
a giant aircraft builder’s reunion.
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travel sked for Dan and Pat — a

cheery as ever, she gave us news

summer trip to Oregon for an

about Doris Ann.— As Em

English nephew’s wedding to a

ployment Manager from 1944 -

Portland girl who is now work

1951, she might have been your

ing in London, and to Barbados

first contact at NBC. Many of you

in December where their son

worked with her as Manager and

Peter is getting married to fiance

Executive Producer of Network

MaryAnn DeRosa. No, she’s not

religious Programming.

a “Bajan”. The couple spent a

Worth, Texas since retirement, ac

last year and it left a lasting im

tively involved in various cultural

pression. The wedding invita

activities there. ( Dorothy Shaw

tions do not include air fare.

Bell Choir, Texas Boys Choir, Ft

There were hundreds of aircraft to

be seen, including Ultra Lights.
Roger you know has built one.
If you had seen the fellow
on TV, who leads the Canadian

geese into the US in Spring for

some 600 miles in an Ultra Light
then returns them every year, you

too would fly one .We’ll keep you
posted.

Dan & Dat Grabel spent
two weeks skiing and sightseeing
in Alberta, Canada until early

April while attending the North
American Ski Journalists Conveention at Chateau Lake Louise.
Aside from contributing to

PN, Dan writes a weekly ski col

umn for the Scarsdale (NY) In

quirer. Their trip took them to
Calgary, Nankista, site of the

1988 OlympicsBanff, Lake
Louise, and finally Edmonton.
Dan says they arrived home in one

piece.
On the rest of the 1995

She has been living in Fort

holiday on that Carribbean Island

Worth Stage West, etc). She trav

Talked to Dave Wilson Sat

elled extensively throughout the

urday Nite. Dave directed the

U.S., Europe and Australia, includ

season’s last SNL Show of the

ing the Vatican and Pope John II,

season the previous week. He

St. Patrick’s Cathedral in N.Y., the

may not retire, (but Stage Man

White House, Washington, D.C.,

ager Bob Van Dy did retire

TV programs in Ireland, plus many

after the last SNL, celebrating

prominent churches & concert

his 60th birthday.) but Dave will

halls.

still edit the seasons shows, for

re-runs etc. till the end of July,

Cathy is sorry to report that
Doris Ann is presently at;

Broadway Plaza Retirement

then plans to enjoy some leisure

time. That sort of time, during
SNL just doesn’t exist, and

many times he winds up with an

Community

5301 Bryant Irwin Road
Fort Worth, Texas, 76132

Last month she suffered several

hour and a half of sleep . Think

falls - - fracturing her sacrum then

it’s fun to be a director?? We

her pelvis - - requiring surgery and

reminisced about many fun times

a rather long period of therapy and

we’ve been through.Next issue

recuperation ( possibly 8-10 wks )

for more adventures we’ve had

Doris would enjoy hearing from

in TV.

NBC friends. She loved her job,

Cathy Vukovich ap

coworkers and crews. So how

peared at La Mag in a wheel

about a flood of mail and greetings

chair. She is recovering from a

for Doris.

hip replacement. Still bright and

Many Thanks,

Peacock North
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P.IM. People -1
Frank and Lois Vierling vis

ited their daughter in Tucson for
two weeks in April for Easter and

their granddaughter’s 3rd birth

10

day. Daughter, Elizabeth, was a
winner of an RCA National Merit
Scholarship. She received her

PHD from the University of
Chicago. Now a biochemist, she

founded and heads a plant biology
lab at the University of Arizona

where she does research and
Lois ANd

teaches graduate students aiming

FranU

Awd #10 Tuollty in

for their PHD’s.
.
.
.
,, ,
, - ,
, .
Late word just m from Walter
Husband, John, works in
-xc
Himmelberfi (pge 3.): “Here
the Tucson City Managers office
,.
,.
,
rx,. „ «eoir it is only the beginning of May and
b
o
and IS working on plans for a sell
. „,
.
,
it’s already a hundred degrees in
sufficient” housing complex.
,
1
Texas! ... I never thought 1 d be
Joimng the birthday cele. •
livinng in Texas. The day I
bration were their son, Donald
°
rT • , 1- xu
J
changed license plates from Col(N.J.), two of Lois brothers and
J r. * \ J
•
orado to Texas, they had an earth
wives (CO. and CA.)and their
. , ,
X ZTT \
quake; 5.6 on the Richter scale,
son-in-law s parents (IL.).
p*
iiri-’i
T
o«zi
the worst one in 60 years... That
While there, Lois and
,
, _
,
should have told me something.
Frank rode Tucson s Old Pueblo
,
,
„
“Our grandson is now in
Trolley. Who was the trolley con.
n ox- D J- I
xm/college, which means we would
ductor? Stu Rudick, ex NBC
.
,
have to do the grass cutting, the
NY engineering. Stu volunteers
,
,
, T7 I
trimming etc. Our place was big
two or three days a week .Frank
®
~
so we decided to sell and rent an
& Lois took more time out from a
, apartment here for the winter. My
busy two weeks for dinner with
X 1
1
daughter was fixing up a cottage
Stu and Donna at a local steak
„
J. ,
.
on her property in Colorado
house. The Rudicks have pur,
. ,
, ,
.
Springs, where we 11 spend the
chased a lovely home in the
.
..
. »
summer and six months here in
Catalina mountain foothills over.
.
* * *
Texas.... I heard about high school
looking the city.
■* * *

Tucson

football in Texas, but I never heard
of season passes to the games in

any state, but they have them here.
Spoke to Barbara

Zurcher yesterday. Jce was at
a meeting, and she is recovering

nicely from a hip replacement.
Anita (Mrs) is in Kansas.

Her brother-in-law had a stroke

and she went to stay with her sis
ter. Brother-in-law is now doing

OK, so she’ll be back home tomor
row.”

Walt wants to say hello to
everyone ! (719:686-2474, Mid
land, Taxas. Give Walt a jingle.)

Have a Friend
Join
Peacock North
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PHOTOS FROM LaMAGANETTE
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nia’s Ploesti oil fields. Marv

Frank Blair, newscaster

dio commentaries, he’d take a

spent 5 months as a prisoner of

quick look at the material and

war.

generally recorded it on one take.

During World War II, he was a

After retirement, Lorber
moved out to Sag Harbor, Long

Navy fighter Pilot. Frank and

Island to pursue his hobby as a

his wife Lillian had five children.
* * *

painter, generally turning out

Jack Thayer, management

style.

Jack Thayer, a pioneer radio

landscapes in an architect ural

He is survived by his wife and

DJ who was so successful in the

2 grown chihldren, Brendan and

1950’s that he had two daily pro

Abigail.

grams, died in Providence, R.I. at
the age of 72 in January follow

ing an undiscloised illness.

♦**

Sam Roth, tv engineer
Samuel Roth was bom in

Despite that success, Thayer

Winnipeg, Canada on September

Frank Blair, news anchor on

switched from talent to the man

6, 1903 and passed away on Jan

“Today” for 22 years from 1953

agement side in 1974, eventually

uary 21,1995 in California.

tol975, died March 13 at his home

becoming president of NBC Ra

in Hilton Head, S.C. exactly 20

dio.

years to the day after he daparted
the show. He was 79.
When “Today” began in 1952,
Frannk was the White House and

Capitol correspondenmt, reporting

Sam was a mild mannered
Gentleman. I never saw him irri

In 1980 he moved on to

tated, always with a fnendly

WNEW-AM, as General Man

smile. For the latter part of

ager. Thayer brought Don Imus

Sam’s tour at NBC, he was in

to NBC.

charge of keeping track of the
* * *

vacuum tube department, espe

to Dave Garroway. Jim Fleming-

Marv Lorber,

cially in the early tv era where

was the first news anchor and

newswriter/producer —

the “orthicon” tubes used in the

Frank replaced him in 1953.
While he was a pre-med student

Marv, a veteran employee in
news, died March 21st, after a

cameras had to be closely tested
and monitored.

he quit college to join a touring

long illness. He did stints on the

After retiring, Sam moved to

theater company and in the 1930’s

news assignment desk and on A-

Beaumont, California, years ago,

he broke into broadcasting in

News before taking a buyout a

near our correspondent and fel

Charleston, S.C. In 1937 he

few years ago.

low “Ham”, Ed Wackemagle,

moved to WOL in Washington.

He was a cool newsman, never

Prior to NBC, he worked for

UPI and ABC. He was an Army

who gives us Calif, news via the
radio.

Sam is survived by his wife

rattled, and a quick study. When

Air Force Lieutenant during the

Dan Grabel was writing “Today”

World War II and got shot down

Mitzi, who is 93 and recently

news scripts for him, and later, ra

while on a mission over Ruma-

hurt her hip.

* * *

Peacock North
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SPi/enl

Jerry Lester,
early TV comedian, who became
the host of the first late-night TV

network variety show died in a
Miami nursing home, at 85, from
complications of Alzheimer’s dis
ease.
After doing jokes and antics and

endless energy on the Tex Mc
Crary and Jinx Faulkenberg show,

the NBC phones just about over
loaded, and an impressed Pat

Weaver, NBC’s president, offered

Jerry Lester

Lester a show of his own. Thus
began “Broadway Open House” in

Way to The Forum,” 1965. - In

1950, making stars out of Steve

1969 he was in a Jones Beach

Allen, Jack Paar, Johnny Carson

production of South Pacific, play

Jay Lenno and “Dagmar”.

ing the sea - bee Luther Willis.
Jerry Lester’s wife was striken

Jerry was bom in Chicago and
performed in virtually every form

with Alzheimer’s in 1965, who

of music halls, night clubs, Broad

survives with his 3 children.

way, radio and TV. You might re
member him playing in “Funny
Thing Happened on the

Charles Sprague

From the NBCFR Newsletter we
were sad to read the passing of
Charles Sprague, at Indian

River Memorial Hospital, after a
long, illness..
Charley worked in 30 Rock on

the electric crew handling the
dimmer boards and all around

lighting chores for many of the
great shows that came out of the

PN regrets the loss of our friends
and members. We extend
condolances to their families

building.

Mr. Sprague served with the

U.S.Airforce during the Korean

War.

Charley had moved to Vero
Beach, Florida seven years ago.

We’ll miss fellows of his excellent
caliber.
He was buried in Hillcrest

Memorial Gardens, Fort Pierce.

Surviving is his wife, Maryann

Peacock North
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“what’s happening” to them has been quickly
condensed into this edition. There was a lot more we

heard about, and we wished more of you could have
been there to enjoy the assembly.
This edition of PN

Fun stories were told by our guest speakers and

Newsletter was

others, along with much laughter and happiness.

computerized,

Some of the talk was jubilant greetings, including

electronically pro

such as BEING ALIVE AND PRESENT and able to

cesses and pro

participate. We spoke of things present, and spoke of

duced by Mr.

things past. Everyone spoke glowingly of their fun

Heino Ripp. He

and happy years working together at NBC.

once again stepped

It was reassuring to see that these TV pioneers

in to keep your

felt rewarded in their contribution to the success of

newsletter going.

TELEVISION. They were in the beginning of an in
dustry that would embellish the lives of everyone.

Frank Vierling who has been doing such a great job,
was on hiatus to join a family reunion in Arizona. He

Some of those responsibile for NBC television’s birth

were in the room. Having helped succeed in the tri

will be back to produce the next edition. Rippy of

umph of building that colusses TELEVISION, most

fered to take up the slack and keep us on track. It

of them are now retired. The groups concern could

was supposed to be a smaller condensed edition, but

now return to their own personal triumphs and tribu

as you can see, it grew to full size. Thanks again for a
superb job Rippy.
Our spring luncheon get-together was marvelous,

seeing all those happy faces, many of whom were at

lations. They are now working finding ways to sur
vive gracefully as part of an aging reflective group.
There were four main life chapters for our group,

as I think of it. We were in our early years during the

the very start of Television. They were looking so

Great Depression, then we were in WW2, and then

good and happy to rejoin friends. It made many of

we were in a forty year cold/hot war with the Sovi

them seem revitalized and young again. The cheerful

ets. Lastly, we were in the best days, and the Golden

clatter of chatter was a tribute to renewed friendships.

Years of the birth of Television. The people of this

It was one of our largest gleeful crowds, over 180

special group have every right to be proud of their

attended. These were treasured moments by many.

great dedications and achievement. It was the most

Our diasporic membership was reunited. In some

dynamic of times for all of us, and it continues to be a

cases they travelled vast distances to be present. The

pleasure to see all the great survivors at each of these

exclamations of contentment for the days events and

joyous opportunities.

repast were gratifying. Some of the news relating to

PN’ers are :

The Group That Brought Television To America
r.
r
r--
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Peacock North Staff
Peter Peterson, C.E.O.
30 Ann Arbor Place
Closter, NJ 07624
201-768-1009. Fax 201-768-8727
E Mail: PeterP5579
◊◊◊◊
F rank Vierling
494 Prospect Avenue
Oradell, NJ 07649
201-261-3669
◊◊◊ ◊
Dan Grabel
31 Cohawney Road
Scarsdale, NY 10583
914-723-8625
◊◊◊ ◊
Heino Ripp
12 Elizabeth Place
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849
201-663-2929 . Fax:201-663-4113

Gloria Clyne

Abo\'£: This looks lik£ TtlE
SCENiC GROUp. Bob BAEdER
R. FG. ENjoys ltis fiRST CAlA.
NoRM DAvidsoN's AlMosT A
finuRE, ltE's bEEN ltERE MANY

Mort Hochstein

TiMES, Cliff STEiGElhAUER

Tony Nelle
Jerry Cudlipp
Dick Dudley
Dolores Parylak .
Roy Silver

WAS �lcOMEd

�frlt A biG

ROUNd of .4pplAuSE
<= ANNOUNCER Vic Roby

And a special thanks to
Peg Peterson and Lois Vierling

·--------------------------·

·---------

: Peacock North
1
I

30 Ann Arbor Place
Closter, NJ 07624

juST doESN'T kNOW \WAT ONE
doEs whit ltis ltANds MtilE
STANdiNG . ME NEiTltER

A Special Thanks to Don Vierling for
the Photos taken at La Mag !

:Name
I

1 Address
I
I

•Citv----1

State __

Zip...,___

I

1Phone ________________

I

:At NBC from _____'til -------

1

Spouse

:oept
:New Member

I
I

I
1
1

D

Name

Renewal

□

Dues $20 Per Year are due January 1, 1995
Make Checks payable to Peacock North

�-------------------------Open to NBC Employees with 25 Years or more.

N"ew lYiem.bers
1.13alley. Vincent: Montclair, N.J.
�- 13ur1{hart. Jon : Kihei, Maui, Hi.
3. Cernnn. Tony : New Hyde Park, N.Y.
4. l°ar1net. Judy: New York, N.Y.
ti. tienry. Car1: S. Hempstead, N.Y
6�am ru.-shman
1.§adle tiall ( Zuzzuolo I

s. Joan Vury

WSl�OMS to P.N.

OEcEMl>ER 1 9 80, BRooklyN MAiNTENANCE Skop:
L To R: ToM FARMER, JeRRy RybA, ARNie ·oick, FRANk Scorri,
ToNY RiVERA, Bill Mill.ER, KEViN Kelly, Bob Riley, ART KiJONE

Peacock North
JO flnn flrbor Place
aoster. New Jeney 07624

N

